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TESL AND MUSIC
BY CHARLOTTE K DYKSTRA

the idea is not new plato suggested are musically equipped classrooms
that music should be used function-
ally

or musically gifted teachers the
as well as to move the spirit language needs to be clearer than it

in learning such subjects as mathe-
matics

is on most recordings studentsmany modern TESL materials should be able to hear the words
do in fact include words and music and to participate in the singing
of old folk songs and there are even when ready there should also be
some collections of songs for use in an opportunity for students to sing
TESL programs notably one by dod alternate verses whether pre-

preparedderageaerage and lee for the students or created
there has remained a need how-

ever
by them and the music should not

for some alternate treatments be limited to folktunesfolktunes
of the role of music and song in songs incorporating some of these
TESL materials perhaps there ideas were created and tried out
should be a series of songs specially in pacific areas as well as in north
written with difficulty of language and south america africa and asia
content in graduated incrementsincrement so or within the framework of the TESL
perhaps a series that includes only
language content that is being taught
simultaneously

of classroom
in a

materials
correlated

more
pro-

gram CONCONTENTST EN T S
interesting still is the possibility
of preparing music to enhance the TESL and music
opportunities of learning english by charlotte K dykstra page 1

rhythms and intonation patterns cultural horizons and
charlotte kuenstler dykstra language usage

has had wide experience in TESL by jan ocampo page 3
here in the united states and

the use of how much andabroad shshe I1isS currently co-
ordinator 0of TETESLS L materials de-
velopment

how many in TESL textbooks
project at the hawaii by alice C pack page 5

curriculum centerfenter
TESL an undergraduate major

there is also a need to have program
more TESL related songs available by william D conway page 9
on inexpensive records record play-
ers are more readily available than
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materials development center to a sea turtle think of all the
there were reports in some areas shrimp you eat
that the TESL songs made the un-
official

squids
local hit parades out ol01oi

school as well as in subsequently to a car tninkanink of all the gas
there was a request from the ha-
waii

you drink oil
curriculum center to prepare use of namesa series that could be used locally

in schools f whats your name uses only
musical featuresFeatires two sentences and is used as a

basis for practice with names and
these records include 1 a solo short forms of names

with musical accompaniment but with
emphasis on clarity of the vocal part whats your name
for listening and learning 2 a chorus my name is patricia pat
with musical accompaniment to en-
courage

keoki george
pupil participation in a sing anthony tony

along manner and 3 a separate tropical birds contains vocab-
ularysection of musical accompaniment of size and measurement small

only with one lead instrument play-
ing

long narrow medium size heavier
the melody line for use after than and colors red green bluish

pupils have learned the song ivory white rainbow striped irrl
grammatical points of language descent the sound and form of

are emphasized in some of the songs these words can become the basis
in 1 I have two hands JI1 is used for introducing other grouped words
in the first verse the second verse iridescent opalescent rainbow
switches to you with subsequent striped multicoloredmulti colored
changes in language forms reaching colorsuse of vocabulary colors of the rainbow is a simsimplesimpiepae1e

vocabulary is stressed in some song about colors each color has
of the songs all you eat for a special identifying sound effect
example is a song about food hello mary is a dialogue be-

tween two pupils who exchange po-
liteall you eat just think ofallyoueattof allaliail you eatiaati but informal greetings

think of all the bread you eat cont on page 4
fish
fruit tese REPORTER

the second verse changes to drink A quarterly publication of the eng-
lishand more vocabulary substitutions language institute and the BA-
TESL

BA-

IESLare made program of the church college
ofif hawahawaiii i

think of all the milk you drink editor william D conway as-
sistantjuice professor of english and

tea TESL
cokes staff mrs alice pack assis-

tant professor of english andthis song may also be sung to animals TESL
and things with other substitutions articles relevant to teaching

to a bird think of all the seeds english as a second language in
you eat hawaii the south pacific and asia

wormsorms may be submitted to the editor
through box 127 the church college

to a shark think of all the fish of hawaii laie hawaii 96762 ma-
nuscriptsyouyoulyoli eat should be double spacedplankton
and typed not exceeding three

to a guinea pig think of all pages
the feed you eat bread deadline for the summer edition

is may 1 1969
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cont from page 4

hello mary how are youxou
very well thank you and how
are you

I1imM well too its good to see you
its good to see you

dance movements
make a flower combines im-

perativeperative language with dance-
like movements it is the children
who make the flower with movements
and poses add a sun wind and rain
and make the flower grow A
teachers book that accompaniesaccompaniesthe the
records shows movements that go
with the songs of musicfrom enjoyment music to

the melody and rhythm of some creative langualanguagee efforts
of the music is written to illustrate arsqrsmrs dykstra withah1h children
intonation and rhythm characteristics language

learning english as a second
of english

flexibility the series consists of 30 songs
recorded on two sides of 15 discs

we hope there is flexibility possible 45 rpm A teachers manualmanualaccomaccom-
paniesin the uses of the recordings the the record set and contains

three segments of each song solo instructions for use plus the music
chorus and music only can be used for each selection arranged for piano
for listening singing along and self with guitar chords indicated
testing children are also encouraged
to create original alternate verses rec selectionwhich can be sung with the music
only segment work may be done 1 AABCB C chant
individually in small groups or si-
multaneously

hello mary
2 goodbye john

with a whole class some whats your name
students have varied the practice 3 were friends
by singing along with all segments I1 like pennies
some have used accompanying move-
ments

4 colors of the rainbow
from the beginning others have 5

yellow horse
visiting the doctorpresented shows to the class one my boat is floating

important flexibility allows learners 6 play with Us
to move from the original recorded the busy workers
version to alternate versesverse sinin the tea-
chers

7 the cat song
freedomlandFree domlandbook

11
then on to variouslevelsvarious levelsleveis 8 mynah birdof created versions anearlylevelan early levellevei iceleeiee cream man

created version is the substitution of 9 think of all the food you eat
one word as illustrated in think 10 two little manghesmangoes

to the marketof all the food you eat more ad-
vanced

11 pearly shellsideas for created or original I1 have two hands
versions relate to phrases and larger 12 1I have ten fiererfinrerfinffpr a

units which may be deleted in favor someonesSomeones watching over me

of new ones beyond that the students 13 its raining isnt itcherry treecome up with complete versions of 14 make a flowerparodies of their own youre four feet tallthe design seems so far to be 15 tropical birds
useful in teaching english as a second christmas tree
language and it may help to open
further an enjoyable field contcontcent on page 8
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TESLTER and music
cont from page 4

the series is available from ha-
waii curriculum center section 1I
wist place honolulu hawaii 96822

the materials written orwere
and in-

clude
adapted by charlotte dykstra

alice pack ofselections by
church college of hawaii and carol
roes of honolulu recorded arrange-
ments were by dykstra piano ar-
rangementsrangements in text version are by
harold schrammoschrammschrammeSchrammo

christi menezes 13 year old girl
soloist with the honolulu childrenchildrens s

recorded 21 of theopera chorus
solos in the series other solos
were given to kim chee a korean
orphan debbie lowe daughter of
guitarist mundell lowe kathy

soloist with out hawaiimerry sing
and charlotte choruses weredykstra

miss eileen lum di-
rector
provided by

of the childrens opera
chorus and the members of sing out
hawaii led by miss sharonocalveysharon ocalvey

I11 dodderageDodde rage and lee TIME
FOR A SONG london longmans
1959

2 US office of education
project HE 084 TESL materials
development projectpr gerald
dykstra principal investigator

3 the hawaii curriculum cen
the university of hawaii and
the hawaii department of edu-
cation it is engaged in curric-
ulum development over a broad
spectrum of areas but with cur
tent focus on english language




